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IN TER NATIO NAL LADIES' GARM ENT WORKERS' UNION

MeanySuppoi, >:ws 
To Fight Corruption
Severance Fay Fund, Raises 
Start for 8,000 in ‘ 105’

Dress Umpire Boosts 
Stability in Industry
To Pick First Ten Winners 
Of ILGWU Scholarships
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Aleany Backs Labor Laws to Fight Corruption

Ktthnedy (D.-Mau.).

by John Herfing

Bill Passed by Congress 
W on't Help jobless Much

Severance Fund, Wage Raises 
Put in Effect for 8 ,000 at 105‘
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Slump Entrenched, But Eisenhower Taboos Tax Cut

BELLEAIRE GARMENT

2 Moves by Arbiter 
Aid Dress Stability
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To Pick First 10 ILG Scholarships

UNDERGARMENT UNIT 
ASKS TALKS TO SEEK 
LIVING-COST PAY HIKE
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$120,395 in ILG 'Dimes’ Fight Polio
, *, ILGWU____________

the "Much of Dimes” campaign conducied by the Ni 
which has chalked up tremendous progress in combatting the scourge of polio.

According to First Vice Pres. Luigi Antonini, coordinator of the ILGWlTs.1958 ‘•Dimes” 
*"*• .5*rmcnt workers' contributions came to f  120,395.90. Over the years, he indicated, 
ILGW U members have given well over a million dollars to the anti-polio fight.

In a letter to Antonini, Basil O'Connor, president of the National Foundation for Infantile 
Paralysis, lauded “the tremendous contribution made by the ILGWU" to the 1958 
Dimes, and emphasized that this achievement “could not have been attained without 
standing leadership.”

Adds
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Art Enriches the Lives
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£ oi ILG W U  Members fn S t . Lotus and Kansas City

Hill lift.
University

IN this mechanics! age, characterized by mechanical and mass media of 
entertainment and recreation, some of the workers who run the machines 
discover the joys of creation in ILGWU art classes throughout the country. 

They abandon their TV sets for sketch pads, look at the world around them 
with new eyes for the form and color in a city street, the light and shadow on 
the face of a fellow worker.

Sometimes Unsuspected or long-forgotten talent emerges to bring the thrill 
of accomplishment to the worker-artists and pleasure to those who sec their 
pictures. But the classes are not geared so much to the development of unusual 
talent as to fostering an interest in creating on the part of many workers. No 
matter what the level of their artistic ability, they find in arts and crafts a release 
from the drive of the power machine, an opportunity for expression, -a new 
dimension in living.

Irv the Southwest Region, art classes have been a regular part of the union's 
educational program for many years. The ILGWU artists in St. Louis wete 
recently honored by being invited to exhibit at the People's Art Center, an 
educational irotitution whose classes bring together people of all ages, all races 
and all religion^

ILGcrs in Kansas Gty have had an arts and,crafts class for 15 years, with 
some veterans of the first class still attending, and a continuous influx of new
comers. The highlight of each year is the spring exhibit of their work at the'

A new feature of the Sr. Louis art class this year has been the enrollment 
of the children and grandchildren of union members. Fathers and mothers who 
bring their children to'the class on Friday evenings sometimes begin by waiting * 
patiently on die sidelines, but arc likely to wind up behind an easel with a piece 
of charcoal in hand, having as much fun as their offspring.

Some of the participants in these classes, like operator Bernice Lachman, 
have just discovered the rewards of painting. ''It's opened up.j new world for 
me,' she says. "You see things so much more clearly and completely when you 
are trying to paint them."

Others, like Vivian Miller Powell, a dress Operator and veteran of the 1933 
organizational strike, have had a longtime interest in painting and drawing. 
Her works, which have won many awards, have been on display at every 
ILGWU exhibit since 19d9,and in 1956 she had a solo showing of 63 pictures 
which evoked rave comments* from area critics. «

Presser Jack Barbarash's avid interest has caught on with his sons, who 
•ccompany him to the art class regularly.

Old or young, beginner or veteran, all members of both classes share that 
contagious enthusiasm which confirms the value of the union's art program 
and promises its growth in the future. Educational Directors Rita Oberbeck in 
Sr. Louis and Winnie Lippman in Kansas Gty look forward to an increasing 
interest in this phase of the union's educational program.
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Many Families Priced Out 
O f Soaring Meat Market

1 , 2 0 0  i n  Southwest Region 
Win Living-Cost Pay Raises

Union initiative has helped close to 1,200 garment workers 
in the Southwest Region catch up with the ever-climbing cost ol

For tha filth successive year. Lot Angelos ILGWU locals havo ordered into a working agreement with 
the California Department of Employment to help ILGert claiming unemployment insurance meet tho 
"lookmg-for-work" requirements of the department. Agreement signatories ore {front row. from 
left) Cloak'Joint Board Manager Isidor Stenror: ILGWU Vice Pres. Samuel Otto. Pacific Coost 
director; John Rood, Los Angeles orea manager for the stato Department of Employment: Dress 

, and Sportswear Joint Board Managor John Ulene, flanked by union and deportment officials.
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TRADE UNION SESSIONHoldout Forts Tumble 
To Hudson Valley EOT H E IO JT UNITY HOUSE Those'Average Families' 

is p S iS is s T  O n  TV  Aren't Like Ours!Out-oE-To

Start Blood Donor 
Plan for St. Louis

'Unity' Schedules ' 
Timely Lectures '

ILGWU Art-LoversElect'd chalrlady

trequanl Saturday-!
Motropolita

ILGWU aduca
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Reds, Riots and Reckonings

ADDRESSING THE MOBILIZED 
last month. President Eisenhower conceded 
in good wage*." Sut the as«mbl)- cheered
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